2Nd Mediterranean Forestry Innovation Week

12-13-14 May 2016, Tunis-TUNISIA

13TH MAY,2016 - BROKERAGE EVENT

Morning session

08:00-08:30  Forestry Research Activities of INRGREF: Innovation for better management
             Abdelhamid Khaldi & Zouheir Nasr (INRGREF)

08:30-09:15  Companies and other organizations activities presentations in forestry sector
             - Warrant Group, “Research and Innovation consultancy services”
             - SDI Group “The three E of Sustainable Development: Enterprise, Employability and Renewable Energy”

09:15-10:00  Presentations of NGOs activities and Success projects in Tunisia Forest

10:00-10:30  Green Idea

10:30-13:00  Networking Coffee: debate between companies, researchers, NGOs and government organizations for future collaborations: moderators Giunluca Rossi (Warrant Group) and Zouheir Nasr (INRGREF)

13:00-14:30  Lunch break